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Sophisticated, 
functional & 

energy efficient
Perfect for any size or shape window, Arena offers 
insulating properties to control room temperature 

without compromising on style.
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A variety of fabric opacities and design 
options, cater to individual needs for 
light control and privacy.

Axis Honeycomb

Bring your dream room to life with Axis Honeycomb 
shade made and installed to your exact requirements.

In just a few easy steps you can transform your
window into a stylish, energy efficient space to enjoy
all year round.

Sophisticated, functional & energy efficient. Perfect for any size

or shape window, Axis Honeycomb offers insulating properties to

control room temperature without compromising on style.

# A variety of fabric opacities and design options, cater to

   individual needs for light control and privacy.

# Energy efficient, tested and proven to help save

    on your energy costs, better for your

    pocket and the environment.

# Child and pet safe. Go for one of our cord free control options 

    such as Cordless, Lift & Lock or Momenta, for the ulitimate child 

    safe solution.

# With smart construction, specially designed with Perma-Cell

    technology preventing stretching, cells remain looking and

    perfoming at their best.

# The compact headrail delivers minimal

     light gaps, as low as 2.5mm in recess fit,

     compared to 10-15mm for most

     roller blinds.

# Advanced operation allows versatile solutions ofr every space

    or shape, This includes skylights, so every use is an effortless 

    experience.

# Sound energy is absorbed within the cell, dulling exterior noise by 

     up to 55% with 20mm Translucent Fabric.

# Fabrics are anti-static and dust repellant making them low

    maintennace and helping to create helthier indoor air. 

# Axis Honeycomb shades are Greenguard certified for healthier 

    indoor air quality.
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Why Choose 
Arena 
Honeycomb 
Shades ?

Advanced Operation
Versatile solutions for 
every space or shape, 
including skylights, so 
every use is an effortless 
experience.

Quiet Achiever
Sound energy is 
absorbed within the cell, 
dulling exterior noise by 
up to 55%^^ with 20mm 
Translucent Fabric.

Healthier Indoor Air 
Fabrics are anti-static 
& dust repellent making 
them low maintenance. 
Arena is GREENGUARD® 
certified for healthier 
indoor air quality~.

^^ The scale for sound absorption is in 
a range from 0.00 to 1.00 where 1.00 
means total, 100% total absorption 
of sound. The scale can be equated to 
percentages – for example a value of 
0.35 would indicate approx. 35% sound 
absorption. Source: Hunter Douglas USA 
Reference Guide April 2010.

~ GREENGUARD® certified provides 
assurance that Arena contributes to 
healthier indoor air quality in your home 
by meeting stringent standards for low 
chemical emissions during product usage.

Energy Efficient
Tested and proven to 
help you save on your 
energy costs – better 
for your pocket and the 
environment.

Child & Pet Safe
Go for one of our cord 
free control options 
such as Cordless, Lift 
and Lock or Momenta, 
for the ultimate child 
safe solution.

Smart Construction
Specially designed with 
Perma-Cell technology 
preventing stretching, 
cells remain looking and 
performing at their best. 

Minimal Light Gaps 
The compact headrail 
delivers light gaps 
as low as 2.5mm in 
recess fit, compared to 
10-15mm for most 
roller blinds. 
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Axis Honeycomb

axis honeycomb

Enjoy warmer winters and cooler summers as Axis 
Honeycomb slows down heat transfer through the 
window for year round comfort.

The back of all Axis Honeycomb fabrics is white,
creating a uniform streetside appearance. 

The white backing also provides light reflection and UV
protection which reduces heat pasing through the 
shade into the room.

axis honeycomb

MEDIUM

Up to 17% in

energy savings with

Harlem 10mm Single Cell 

Translucent fabric.

HIGH

Up to 26% in energy savings 

with any Axis 20mm Single 

Cell or Essence Double Cell 

Translucent fabric.
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VERY HIGH

Up to 28% in

energy savings with

Harlem 10mm Single Cell

Blockout fabric.
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EXCELLENT

Up to 32% in

energy savings with any

Axis 20mm Single Cell

Blockout fabric.
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